V-FITTM Full-Body Harness
Superior Comfort
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Using a patent-pending RaceFLEXTM
connection with an integrated D-Ring,
webbing is routed across the chest for
a secure and comfortable fit,
eliminating the need for bulky chest
strap or cumbersome buckles.
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Shoulder padding responds to your
movement to conform to your body,
eliminating pressure points and chafing.
Shoulder padding is breathable and can
be removed for cleaning, extending the
life of the harness.
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Patented leg strap design keeps
leg straps in place as webbing
lays horizontally across the
thighs, creating a more natural fit.

Flexibility
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The RaceFLEX Buckle creates
an athletic cut contouring the
harness to the body and
improving upper torso
movement on the job.
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Adjustability
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Pull-down adjustment allows you
to quickly and easily get the right
fit that lasts throughout the work
day.
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Dedicated attachment point for
Personal Fall Limiter allows for
quick and easy attachment and
keeps your back D-ring free for
other use.

Coated Webbing

Ease of Use
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New Hex style stitch patterns
make finding broken threads
easy when inspecting the
harness.
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NanoSphere webbing coating uses
nanotechnology to repel dirt,
grease, moisture and water.

V-FITTM Full-Body Harness

V-FIT Harness Ordering Information

V-FIT, BACK&CHEST D-RING,
SHOULDER LOOP, QUICK
CONNECT

V-FIT, BACK&CHEST&HIP DRING, SHOULDER LOOP,
WAIST BELT, QUICK CONNECT

PN 10211466 / 70 / 71

PN 10211472 / 73 / 76

V-FIT Harness Adjustable Waist Pad
The V-FIT Harness’ adjustable waist pad allows you to position the
waist pad specifically for you and your work day. With its patent
pending design. The V-FIT waist pad can be adjusted higher on your
torso for lumbar support or lower for work positioning applications.
Designed around pressure points and by choosing breathable
materials, the V-FIT waist pad delivers ultimate on-the-job comfort.

Harness Size Chart

Waist Pad front side with
Quick Connect Buckle
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